
Explain 3 ways you think these inventions 
changed how wars were fought. 

How did these inventions change how wars 
were fought by 1914-1918?

Explain 3 ways these inventions changed 
how wars were fought and judge which 

invention you think changed war the most. 

Explain 3 ways these inventions changed 
how wars were fought and assess how 

effective each invention was. 

CHALLENGE: How do you think these 
inventions changed the daily life of a 

solider in WW1?

These inventions 
changed the way wars 
were fought because…



Title: How did warfare change 
during World War One?

Lesson 
objectives:

-Explain 3 ways 
inventions 
changed how 
wars were 
fought. 

-Assess how 
affective each 
invention was. 

GREENS Explain 3 ways you think inventions changed how 
wars were fought. 

Identify what each World War One weapon could 
do. 

YELLOWS Explain 3 ways inventions changed how wars were 
fought and judge which invention you think changed 
war the most. 

Explain the advantages and disadvantages of World 
War One weapons. 

BLUES Explain 3 ways inventions changed how wars were 
fought and assess how effective each invention was. 

Assess how effective each World War One weapon 
was. 

If World War 
Three broke 

out tomorrow: 
how would it 
be fought? 



How does warfare change in War 
Horse?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1un_wilpfg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FUMyCVh33V0

Describe 2 ways 
war changes in the 

two video clips. 

Explain what the changes 
in warfare meant for 
soldiers in the clips. 

Explain 2 effects of 
the changes in 

warfare. CHALLENGE:
If World War 
Three broke 

out tomorrow: 
how would it 
be fought? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1un_wilpfg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FUMyCVh33V0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FUMyCVh33V0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1un_wilpfg


Weapon investigation! 
Look around the classroom for information about
World War One Weapons to begin your research.

Identify 
what each 

weapon 
could do. 

Explain the 
advantages and 

disadvantages of 
the weapons. 

Assess how 
effective each 

weapon was. 

Challenge: Complete the challenge boxes to rank your weapons.



Your job now:

You have £3,700 and an 
80 men crew, each 

armed with one 
standard rifle.

You need to pick which 
weapons you want for 

your team as you launch 
an attack on the enemy 

territory and explain why 
you have chosen these 

weapons!

• Artillery £250 each,
• Zeppelin £2,000,

• Flamethrower £65 
each,

• Tanks £15,000,
• Grenades £5 each, 

Machine guns £175 
each,

• Gas £15 per canister,
• Plane £1,750

Identify which weapons 
you need and give a 

reason for your choice.

Explain how these 
weapons will help you 
launch an attack and 

explain what problems you 
may face.

Assess how effective your launch will be using 
the weapons you have. How could you overcome 

the problems of your weapons?



How much progress have you made 
this lesson?

GREENS Explain 3 ways you think inventions changed how 
wars were fought. 

Identify what each World War One weapon could 
do. 

YELLOWS Explain 3 ways inventions changed how wars were 
fought and judge which invention you think changed 
war the most. 

Explain the advantages and disadvantages of World 
War One weapons. 

BLUES Explain 3 ways inventions changed how wars were 
fought and assess how effective each invention was. 

Assess how effective each World War One weapon 
was. 



3. Explain one way… (4 marks) 6 
mins

Tips:
Look at whether the question focuses 
on similarities or differences between 
periods
Look at which periods the question is 
focusing on
Think about the focus of the question 
– ideas about causes? Weapons? Life?
Remember ‘similarity’ is not ‘exactly 
the same’.
State similarity or difference then 
use own knowledge from each period 
to prove.

Sample questions:
Explain one way in which weapons were 
similar in WWI and the English Civil War.

Writing frames

SIMILARITY
There are similarities between weapons 
used in WWI and the English Civil War. 
For example they both…
XX was used in the English Civil War 
because …
XX was used in WWI because…
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